
Company Overview

Who We Are
SecureSky delivers a complete portfolio of cloud security 
solutions to help organizations protect their cloud 
applications, services and infrastructure. Utilizing cloud-
native, third-party and SecureSky patented technologies, 
our solutions meet the security, compliance and budget 
requirements of today’s dynamic enterprises.

SecureSky solutions include Security Consulting, focused 
on identifying risk and deploying protective controls and 
policies and Managed Detection and Response (MDR), 
providing active threat detection and threat hunting, expert 
response and continuous protective control optimization.

Our services are supported by our Cloud Risk Protection 
technology and patented Active Security Protection 
Platform.

SecureSky Full Lifecycle
SecureSky cloud-based security solutions align with 
today’s most commonly accepted frameworks and 
methodologies.

SecureSky offers 
services in all areas 
of the security 
lifecycle, and 
partners with your 
organization to 
understand your 
requirements.

Whether your 
security goal is identifying and managing risk, detecting 
and responding to threats, or advanced measures to test 
and optimize the controls you have in place, SecureSky  
can help.

The Perfect “Cyber” Storm
The Perfect Cyber Storm refers to the combination of rapid 
cloud adoption coupled with and the growing cybersecurity 
skills shortage, the 
dissolution of traditional 
network boundaries and 
expanding attack targets, 
growing regulatory 
demands and traditional 
security approaches 
are designed for data 
centers, and do not 
quickly adapt to securing 
cloud environments.

All of these factors coming together require security 
measures designed for cloud environments.
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Discovery and assessment of risk across an 
organization’s cloud stack. Utilizing best practices 
and cloud native controls with recommendations 
that allow for practical remediation and governance. 

Definition, design and hands-on implementation of 
security hardening standards, protection technologies 
and in-depth training of client personnel.

Monitoring, detection and threat hunting services, 
with on-going policy testing and validation to 
ensure compliance with security best practices.

Continuous event investigation and incident 
response, takedown, forensic support services 
and interface with law enforcement. 

R E P E A T

Retrospective review for tuning and risk 
protection optimization, to ensure continuous 
security improvement. 
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S T A R T  O F  L I F E C Y C L E



Contact Us

For more information, please contact us. 
e:  info@SecureSky.com 
p:  +1 833.4SecSky (+1 833.473.2759) 
w:  SecureSky.com
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SecureSky Approach
Organizations today find themselves constantly 
reacting to threats with limited resources. 

SecureSky’s focus is to maximize protective controls 
to stop threats, detect and respond to the right threats, 
and, most importantly, continuously tune to eliminate 
“noise” and add additional protections to further 
harden your environment.

A Blend of Expertise and Technology
SecureSky’s delivery framework brings together the 
expertise and experience of our Consulting and Managed 
Detection and Response professionals with industry-
leading tools, proprietary methodologies, continuous 
monitoring and adaptive response technologies.

“SecureSky helped my team secure our migration 
to O365 and Azure, assisting us to understand 
their native tool set together with different 
licensing and configuration scenarios. Hardening 
the environment and providing visibility has given 
us the confidence to fully leverage Office 365 
functionality and our Azure application in our 
business.” 

- CISO, SecureSky client
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